Minnesota Seaplane Pilots Association

President's Report
Randy Schoephoerster
As we start the
flying season, I am very
impressed by the
membership renewals so
far this year. The MSPA
is on a course this year to
exceed the membership
of last year and that is
SUPER! An organization
can’t sustain itself without
members; and members
won’t support their
organization unless it
provides value.
The MSPA has
several items in its
Mission Statement that
were set forth when the
organization was
established. The MSPA
satisfies the first part of
the Mission Statement,
‘Promote seaplane flying
and safety” by having the
Annual Seaplane
Seminar and the Annual
Surfside Pig Roast. I
haven’t seen the
Seaplane Seminar
numbers yet but we had

the exhibit hall tables
filled, the presentations
were much better
attended than I can
remember, and the
landing contest I was told
by several attending, the
best part of the seminar!
In addition, the website
www.mnseaplanes.com

has a tremendous amount
of activity from users
looking for information.
MSPA also has a
Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/
mnseaplaneassociation
with many, many pictures
of our events.
(Continued on Page 3)

A fantastic turn out on Steamboat Bay!

MSPA Safety Seminar 2015
With a record number of attendees, sponsors, vendors, and aircraft, this
year's safety seminar was a gigantic success. We would like to thank each and
every person who made it to Madden's Resort on Gull Lake. It was truly an event
to remember. The seminar this year took place on the weekend of May 15 th, a
week later than usual. It was a risk we decided to take, factoring better lake
conditions, better weather, and improved scenery and weather, despite being so
close to Memorial Day. The change paid off – we had more attendees and
aircraft than any previous year. Let's set another record next year!
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2015 Seminar Recap
Despite a forecast of rain for
the entire weekend, pilots from all over
the country began to arrive Friday
afternoon. The shoreline of Gull Lake
was steadily populated with anything
from homebuilt amphibians to Turbine
Beavers. But it wasn't just limited to
seaplanes. East Gull Lake Airport soon
became the temporary home to
Caravans, Cubs, and twins. The
seminar had begun.
Registration began around
4pm and it was apparent that a little
rain in the forecast wasn't going to
deter anybody from attending. The
doors soon opened up at Madden's
Town Hall and aviation enthusiasts of
all backgrounds poured into the
exhibits. An exceptional turnout of
exhibitors kept guests entertained until
the dinner. The top-notch buffet
provided by Madden's took place at the
Wilson Bay dining room and was
followed by informative and educational
seminars with the FAA and MNDOT.
The night ended with live music and
entertainment at O' Madden's Pub.
A day filled with exciting,
educational, and interactive seminars
began Saturday morning. Steve
McCaughey of the Seaplane Pilots
Association caught our attention first,
followed by a list of speakers that
included Kevin Morris and Brian Addis
of the FAA, Cassandra Isackson and
Jeff Flynn of MNDOT, Wipaire, and
Mark Schreier. The seminar was
conveniently divided by an excellent
lunch at The Madden Inn. Needless to
say, everybody in attendance walked
out a better, more informed pilot.
Those who participate in the FAA
WINGS program were also awarded
credit for attending.

We were lucky to have Mother Nature on our side.
Photos courtesy of Brad Thornberg.

his Cessna 185 took 1st place,
followed very closely by the other
participants. The pilots, weather, and
audience cooperated, making the
return of the spot landing contest a
safe and exciting success!

Dinner followed soon after the
excitement outside. This year the
banquet speaker was Brad Hayden
with Robotic Skies, who came all the
Just as the speakers wrapped way from New Mexico to speak at the
event. Brad's speech on UAS
up, so did the light mist that was
hanging in the air. Even a few rays of (Unmanned Aerial Systems),
commonly known as “drones”, was
sunshine poked through the high
simple enough for anybody to
overcast layer. It was time for the
landing contest. The uncertain weather understand, yet relevent for all
attending. He enlightened us on what
kept the sign-up list short, but
to expect in the coming years as UAS
fortunately we had quite a few lasttraffic increases on a daily basis and
minute participants. Attendees
the current and proposed regulations
crowded the beach for a spectacular
that will affect all pilots.
show. Ultimately, Brian Schanche in

During dinner, the much
anticipated rain had finally begun, but
it was no hinderence to anybody
attending the safety seminar. The
final night wrapped up inside O'
Madden's Pub with live music, great
conversation, and much laughter.
The event would have been a
failure, if not for our wonderful
members, attendees, exhibitors,
speakers, and the staff at Madden's
Resort. A special thanks to Randy
Schoephoerster and Mary Alverson
for ensuring a smooth and on-time
operation throughout the entire
seminar. And of course thanks to all
of you who attended and made this
event an enormous success. See
you next year!
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Landings... Again
Forty five years ago, the
number one cause of general
aviation airplane accidents was pilot
error in the landing phase of flight.
Today, in the year 2015, the number
one cause of general aviation
airplane accidents is pilot error in the
landing phase of flight. Additionally, it
has been the number one cause
each year for as far back as I can
retrieve valid records. We all know
this. Every flight instructor in the
country knows this. On any sunny
afternoon, pilots are out practicing
flying by using an “individual axis
landings in an effort to combat this
control” method to meet the
problem.
objective; coordinated flight does not
work here.
So what’s wrong? Why are

Second, the pilot is using
stored energy in the form of velocity to
accomplish the task—usually about
30% more than the airplane needs to
fly.
Third, the mathematical
formula—expressed in words—seems
to be: Use the excess energy in the
form of velocity to convert a 500 fpm
descent rate to zero at the right time
while performing the “axis control
method of flight.”

These simple basics say
nothing about, control in gusty
conditions, mechanical turbulence,
pattern procedures, distractions and
other anomalies that make up the
we not getting better at this? I can
perfect storm for a bad day. However,
honestly say that I don’t know. The
the basics are the foundation; without
“...[landings] are the number one
basics are actually quite simple.
these, the pilot is depending on the
There are three basic core principles. cause [of accidents] each year for as
airplane to know what to do.
far back as I can retrieve valid
First, this task involves an
~Brian Addis
understanding that, for landings, the
records. We all know this.”
pilot is separating each axis and

President's Report (Continued)
The MSPA satisfies the second part of the
Mission Statement, ‘Working with government agencies’
by several programs. First, the MSPA partners with
MNDOT – Office of Aeronautics with the Annual
Seaplane Seminar. Second, the MSPA participates in
the annual Aviation Day at the MN Capitol Hill. Third,
the MSPA participates in the quarterly MNDOT –Office
of Aeronautics Alphabet Soup meeting. Fourth, the
MSPA partners with the DNR in certificating seaplane
pilots with Invasive Species training.
The third part of the Mission Statement is
‘Create safe and compatible seaplane bases in
Minnesota’. I encourage all members to work on this
part of the mission statement. If you frequent a
restaurant with your seaplane, talk to the owners and
set up a seaplane base. If you frequent a golf course
with your seaplane, talk to the owners and set up a
seaplane base. If you have a cabin, set up a seaplane
base. Setting up a seaplane base is easy to do. Just
don’t expect the seaplane base to get set up the first
year as much work is done by the FAA and MNDOT to
verify the base will be safe.
To set up a seaplane base, the first place to start is with
the MNDOT site at:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/aero/licensing/airportlicensin
g.html

The second place is the National Seaplane Pilot’s Assn
site at:
http://www.seaplanepilotsassociation.org/resources/
On a different note, the MSPA Board will now
start the planning process for the annual Surfside Pig
Roast August 9th starting at noon. Let us know if you
would like to help setting up this event. In year’s past,
the Surfside Pig Roast has had great attendance
(200+), but the amount of planes flying in for the event
has not been as high. I would like to see the Pig Roast
be a Fly-In again similar to years past. If you have a
seaplane (or land plane), fly in. Surfside has ample
space to put your seaplane and is very efficient at
pulling your seaplane out of the water so it’s protected.
Put Aug 9th on your calendar right now so it doesn’t get
filled by the busy summer!
As I close, I look forward to seeing you at our
functions while helping to support the seaplane
community going forward. The Seaplane Community
is a small but one that is worth protecting.
Pleaseforward any comments you have through the
‘contact us’ portion of the MSPA website at:
http://www.mnseaplanes.com/contact.php

Mission Statement

MSPA Officers

The purpose of the Minnesota Seaplane Pilots Association is to: Promote seaplane
flying and safety programs pertaining to seaplane operation throughout the State of
Randy Schoephoerster - President Minnesota, Promote a forum for the purpose of approaching governmental agencies,
to educate said agencies, the legislature and the public in the understanding of
Ben Thuringer - Vice President
seaplane operation, and Create safe and compatible seaplane base facilities in the
Tony Loeks - Secretary
State of Minnesota.
Steve Guetter - Treasurer
Environmental Awareness

We’re on the Web!
Www.MNSeaplanes.com

The seaplane pilot's world is unique. Lakes, rivers, and wilderness areas are within
the range of every seaplane pilot. Along with this freedom comes the responsibility of
good stewardship of the bountiful natural resources we treasure. The Minnesota
Seaplane Pilot's Association has created the "Water Quality Task Force" to increase
the "Environmental Awareness" of all seaplane pilots, through education on the
proliferation of invasive species, and proactive contact with local and state authorities
on water quality issues.

Comments, Concerns or Questions?

Water Quality Task Force Mission Statement

Email Randy @
randy.schoephoerster@gmail.com

To keep the MSPA members and other seaplane pilots informed on matters
concerning water quality and the potential of seaplanes transporting invasive aquatic
plant species. To take a proactive position in the community in an effort to minimize
the proliferation of non-native aquatic and invasive plant species.

To join or renew membership, please print, fill out and mail form below along with a check payable to MSPA to:
Steve Guetter
16527 Irwindale Ct
Lakeville, MN 55044

